
Pitch
Many years in the future, an army of rogue Robots

are on the verge of taking over the world… And you

are the only Scientist left to stop this invasion. 

 

With the use of your arms and legs assist the

Scientist in dodging projectiles, finding power-ups

and exploring the maze-like base of the Robots to

stop their takeover!

Description
"Simply Survive" is a Motion-Controlled Bullet

Hell where Players have to move their limbs to

control an in-game model to dodge projectiles.

Its Target Platform is on the Nintendo Switch.

This game is aimed for Players who want an

unique work-out experience at home. Just

Dance and Ring Fit Adventure could be

considered competitors to Simply Survive.

Gameplay
The controller will motion capture device will track to

capture player movement through four synced

devices that Players will need to strap on both of

their wrists and ankles. This will connect the player’s

limbs to the on-screen character’s limbs so that their

movement will be matched within the Game.

Use your legs to run and jump around the game’s

maze-like map and to avoid projectiles during “Boss

Encounters.” The player will have to use both of their

joycons to control the direction of where they are

walking as well as the camera view. Boss Encounters

last for a short amount of time as the Bots will break

down eventually.

There will be a maze-like map that Players can roam,

And within this maze they can encounter hidden

secrets to find the lore of the game, encounter

enemies and bosses who will shoot a hellfire of

projectiles at them, as well as finding different

powering up abilities to assist them during

encounters.

Short Term Goals:
Walk within the Maze:

Explore the base of the Robots using motion capture

based technology.

 

Survive Bot Encounters:

When a Robot is attacking use your arms and legs to

avoid projectiles until they break down. (Usually

Lasts for 1-4 minutes.)

 

 

 

 

Medium Term Goals:
Find Power Ups to assist during Boss Encounters.

Map out the Maze to find where things are.

Get a good work out during play sessions.

Long Term Goals:
Find the Core and stop the Robot’s Takeover.

Figure out why the Robots wanted control.

Possibly achieve health goals from playing.

Unique Selling Points
It will be a Bullet Hell in 3D where the players

will see the objects coming towards them

directly.

Move your arms and legs that are connected to

four wireless straps to control their character on

screen. 

Transverse a maze-like map to get to the core of

the Robot’s power.

Uncover why the Robots are trying to overthrow

humanity.

 

Scope
Targeted Playtime: 1-3 Hours to get to the Core.

(5-10 hours to explore the entire map.) However,

Players will be encouraged to play throughout the

week rather than all at once. 

Robot Encounters: About 30 Different possible

encounters.

Power-Ups: About 15 unique ways to assist the

Player in Encounters.

Replayability: 15-25 to explore different ways of

exploring the maze and completing Bot

Encounters.


